The Facts
Rise Up tells the story of one of the most prominent campaigns of the Civil Rights movement
in 1960‟s America: the Freedom Rides of 1961. This campaign grew from a rising resistance
against racial segregation and marked a significant turning point in the struggle to achieve
full civil rights for black people. The story of the Freedom Riders is one of ordinary people
becoming a civil rights movement, taking on the establishment and changing the world
In order for students to develop a rounded understanding of the context of the play and gain
insight into the situation of the characters, it is useful for them to be equipped with facts that
can develop their knowledge of specific aspects of this period.
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1. Timeline
PRE-RIDE: 1960




In the early 1960‟s, the “sit-in” movement began in North Carolina, when four black
students from North Carolina Agricultural and Technical College sat down at a
segregated Woolworth's lunch counter in Greensboro, NC. The movement spread
across the South, reaching Rock Hill, South Carolina on Feb.12 when around 100 black
students staged sit-ins at various downtown lunch counters. Over the next year, several
sit-ins were held in Rock Hill.
The Supreme Court ruled in December 1960 (Boynton v. Virginia) that segregation
during inter-state travel was illegal, upholding a similar 1955 decision made by the
Interstate Commerce Commission (Sarah Keys v. Carolina Coach Company). Integrated
travel on interstate buses was declared a legal right which extended to all facilities
encountered during the journey.

RIDE ONE: Departing from Washington DC – May 4th, 1961






Tom Gaither – an activist from the Congress of Racial Equality (a US Civil Rights
organisation) - proposed a “Freedom Ride” through Rock Hill and elsewhere in the Deep
South to test the Boynton decision.
On May 4, the director of the Congress of Racial Equality, James Farmer, led 13 Freedom
Riders (7 Black, 6 white) out of Washington on Greyhound and Trailways buses. The plan
was to ride through Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi. Their final
destination being New Orleans, Louisiana.
Little trouble was encountered as they travelled through Virginia and North Carolina, but
upon their arrival in Rock Hill, SC, John Lewis and at least one other rider were attacked by
a white mob, and some of the Riders are arrested during other stops in North Carolina,
South Carolina and Mississippi.

RIDE TWO: Anniston & Birmingham Alabama - May 15th, 1961






The Riders continued. With the cooperation of the police, on May 15 a mob of more than
100 members of the Ku Klux Klan ambushed the Riders in Anniston Alabama, attacking
the Greyhound bus, smashing the windows, and slashing the tires. The bus tried to flee,
but the mob managed to halt it on the outskirts of town before throwing a firebomb inside.
The mob then attempted to burn the Riders alive by holding the doors shut. An armed
undercover investigator managed to push the mob back enough to get the passengers off
the bus, however once free of the fire the Riders were subjected to violent beatings by the
still unrelenting mob.
When the violence subsided, a 12 year old white girl who lived nearby defied the threats
of the Klansmen to bring water to the bleeding Riders who were still choking from the
smoke.
The bus managed to escape Anniston and reach Birmingham where the Commissioner of
Public Safety, Eugene “Bull” Connor, encouraged another KKK mob to savagely attack
the Riders, again leaving them bloody and battered.
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RIDE THREE: Nashville to Birmingham - May 17th, 1961






Activists from the SNCC-affiliated Nashville Student Movement (NSM) decided not to let the
KKK and their violent actions end the Freedom Ride. So student leader Diane Nash told Rev.
Shuttlesworth: “The students have decided that we can't let violence overcome. We are
coming into Birmingham to continue the Freedom Ride.”
Their elders: teachers, community leaders, pastors, were certain they would be killed and
attempt to dissuade them. But the students were not deterred. Ten Riders (8 Black, 2 white),
including John Lewis and Hank Thomas, the two young SNCC members of the original Ride,
boarded a bus from Nashville to Birmingham on May 17.
After arriving, they were arrested by “Bull” Connor who transported them in the middle of the
night to the Tennessee border and dumped them by the side of the road. But they managed
to make their way back to Birmingham where more Riders, including Ruby Doris Smith from
SNCC in Atlanta, reinforced their numbers. Now 19 strong (16 Black, 3 white) they returned
to the Greyhound terminal, where, fearing the highly publicised violence, the bus drivers
refused to carry them.

RIDE FOUR: Birmingham to Montgomery – May 20th, 1961













Under intense public pressure, the Kennedy administration forced a promise from Alabama
Governor Patterson to protect the Freedom Riders. The same pressure forced Greyhound to
provide a driver allowing the Riders to continue.
On the morning of May 20, the Freedom Ride resumed. Afraid of another Klan ambush, the bus
rushed south towards Montgomery at 90 miles an hour escorted by Alabama Highway Patrol
cars. But when the bus reached the Montgomery City limits, the Highway Patrol suddenly
disappeared, leaving the bus and Riders unprotected. Likewise, the police who had been
guarding the Montgomery Greyhound terminal also disappeared.
The Freedom Riders were greeted with violence as hundreds of Klansmen swarmed the area
carrying weapons and yelling racist chants.
The police finally showed up, but not before several Riders sustained severe injuries including
Jim Zwerg who was beaten into unconsciousness and John Lewis who was felled by a wooden
crate to the head. The mob remained undeterred by the police presence and continued to grow to
over 1,000, expanding their attacks from the Greyhound terminal to include blacks on the streets.
The mob set a teenage boy on fire and burned the Riders' luggage while the cops made no
arrests. Instead the Freedom Riders were ultimately served with injunctions that blamed them for
the violence.
The following night, Sunday, May 21st, more than 1,200 black citizens packed into Rev.
Abernathy's 1st Baptist Church to honour the Freedom Riders. Dr. King spoke out encouraging
the blacks to continue with their non-violent stance, while outside a mob of more than 3,000
whites heckled and harassed the gathered blacks and the handful of Federal Marshals charged
with protecting the church. The city and state police were conspicuously absent.
As the mob grew more restless outside, those gathered sang hymns and freedom songs in
defiance. After rocks shattered the windows and tear gas seeped in, the children were sent to the
basement for protection.
When the people tried to leave the church, the Alabama National Guard, known as the “Dixie”
Division, forced them at bayonet point to remain inside the sweltering, tear gas filled building for
the entirety of the night.
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RIDE FIVE: Montgomery to Jackson – May 24th, 1961 – End of Summer 1961












The next day, as more Freedom Riders from CORE and SNCC arrived in Montgomery. John F.
Kennedy cut a deal with the governors of Alabama and Mississippi. The governors agreed to
employ their state police and National Guard to protect the Riders from mob violence in an
attempt to end media coverage of the “bloody lawlessness” which was humiliating JFK at home
and embarrassing the U.S. around the globe. In return, the Federal government agreed to “look
the other away” and allow the states to illegally and unconstitutionally arrest the Freedom
Riders even though they were legally within their rights after the Supreme Court's Boynton
decision.
On Wednesday morning, May 24, a dozen Freedom Riders boarded a Trailways bus for the 250
mile journey to Jackson, Mississippi. Surrounded by Highway Patrol and National Guard. They
passed through Selma at top speed without stopping.
Meanwhile, in Montgomery, 14 more Riders boarded the mid-day Greyhound for Jackson.
When they arrived in Jackson and attempted to use “white only” restrooms and lunch counters
they were immediately arrested for “Refusal to Obey an Officer” and “Breach of Peace”.
Back in Montgomery, a Greyhound from the east arrived with yet another team of Riders
including Charles Jones of SNCC and Yale University Chaplain William Sloan Coffin. The
Alabama Guardsmen were unable (or unwilling) to prevent a mob from attacking the Riders with
thrown rocks and bottles, and after SCLC leaders Rev. Shuttlesworth, Rev. Abernathy, Wyatt
Tee Walker, and Bernard Lee joined the Riders at the bus terminal's “white only” lunch counter,
they were all arrested.
JFK called for a “cooling off period” and condemned the Riders continued actions as
“unpatriotic” because of the embarrassing way they caused the nation to be portrayed on
the world stage. The President‟s brother, Attorney General Robert Kennedy, argued that he
“does not feel that the Department of Justice can side with one group or the other in
disputes over Constitutional rights.” But civil rights supporters across the nation replied with
a reminder that defending the constitutional rights of American citizens is part of the Justice
Department‟s job.
In defiance of the Kennedys, CORE, SNCC, and SCLC rejected a “cooling off period” and
formed a Freedom Riders Coordinating Committee to keep the Rides rolling. During June, July,
and August more than 60 Freedom Rides criss-crossed the South. Most of the rides converged
on Jackson, where every Rider was arrested. By the end of the summer, more than 300 riders
had been jailed.

END OF THE RIDES






Many of the Freedom Riders were moved to Parchman Penitentiary, the Mississippi prison farm
notorious for its brutal treatment of inmates. Murders were common in the prison and guards
used shotguns and leather whips to enforce absolute rule.
Mississippi‟s goal was to halt the growing Freedom Rider Movement by breaking the Riders'
spirit. They were mocked, harassed, and when the Riders refused to stop singing freedom songs
their mattresses were removed, forcing them to sleep on the hard concrete floors. However, the
prison failed to break the Riders‟ spirit and they emerged from prison stronger, more united and
more committed to the cause than before.
Finally, in response to the Freedom Riders‟ commitment and growing national support for the
cause, the Kennedy administration had the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) issue
another desegregation order. When the new ICC rule took effect on November 1st, passengers
were permitted to sit wherever they wanted on the bus, “white” and “coloured” signs came down
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in the terminals, and separate drinking fountains,
toilets, and waiting rooms were consolidated.
Even the lunch counters began serving people regardless of colour bringing the entire
movement full circle.

2. Map of Freedom Rides
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3. Profiles of Freedom Riders
Over 400 hundred individuals participated in the Freedom Rides – here are a handful of
them:

John Lewis

Diane Nash

Born

February 21st, 1940, in Troy AL and grew up there

Then:

Student, American Bible Theological Seminary,
Nasville. A leader of the Nashville Student Movement
and the sit-in Campaign there in 1960. One of the
original thirteen Freedom Riders who left
Washington, DC, on May 4th 1961.

Since then:

Head of SNCC – Student Non-Violent Co-ordinating
Committee - from 1963 to 1966. A keynote speaker
at the March on Washington in 1963. One of the
leaders of the Selma March in 1965. Served on the
Atlanta City Council from 1981 to 1987. Has
represented Georgia‟s 5th Congressional district,
which includes Atlanta and the surrounding area, in
the House of Representatives since 1987.

Born:

May 15, 1938

Then:

Upon transferring to Fiske University in Nashville,
Tennessee, she was shocked by the segregation and
treatment of blacks and decided to take a stand. She
trained in non-violent techniques and by 1960 she
was leading students in Nashville Sit-Ins. Her public
questioning of the Nashville Mayor‟s beliefs about
discrimination (and his response that it was wrong)
were considered a turning point in desegregating
Nashville lunch counters. She went on to play a
pivotal role in the Freedom Rides, deciding it would
be detrimental to the cause to end things after the
initial violence the first group faced.

Now:

Nash continued with her activism and spent time
spreading nonviolent ideals through Alabama, whilst
trying to secure voting rights. She helped plan the
Selma to Montgomery marches, and due to her
efforts in publicising the issue, President Lyndon B.
Johnson passed the 1965 Voting Rights Act,
guaranteeing the right to vote regardless of race.
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Hank Thomas

Tom Gaither

Born:

August 29, 1941, in Jacksonville, FL.

Then:

Sophomore, Howard University, Washington, DC.
Active in student movement there. One of the original
thirteen Freedom Riders who left Washington, DC, on
May 34, 1961, and was on the bus firebombed outside
Anniston, AL, on May 14.

Now:

Became a field secretary for CORE in 1962, working in
Birmingham and Huntsville, AL. Inducted into the Army
in 1963 and chose to serve as a medic. Did a tour of
duty in Vietnam 1965-66. Moved to Atlanta after
Vietnam and got into the franchise business, starting
with a Laundromat, followed by a diary queen. Today
he and his wife own two McDonalds and four Marriot
hotels; they live in Stone Mountain, GA.

Born:

1938

Then:

Gaither spent time as a student and a member of
CORE before gaining notoriety as one of the
“Friendship Nine” who were arrested in Rock Hill S.C.
after attempting to eat their lunches at a “white only”
counter. Gaither and the rest of the Friendship Nine
changed the nature of civil disobedience when they
refused to pay the bail of $100 each, and instead
committed themselves to serving out one month of hard
labour on charges of trespassing. After serving his time
and being released, Tom Gaither returned to his
position as a field secretary for CORE and
subsequently joined the first group of Freedom Riders.

Now:

Eventually Gaither went back to school and received a
Doctorate in Biology from the University of Iowa. He
went on to spend three decades as a biology professor
specializing in botany at Slippery Rock University.
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4. Interviews - Freedom Riders
Taken from “Breach of Peace”, Eric Etheridge, 2008
James Lawson: Travelled on the Trailways bus from
Montgomery to Jackson on May 24th, 1961
“When we started out, we started out on the same route as
CORE has designed. Our intention was that no matter how
many people got beat up, we‟d have another crew. If we got
beat up in Jackson, we‟d put another crew into Jackson who
would go from Jackson to whatever the next stop was. That was
the notion. But as the arrests took place in Jackson, and as we
saw their effect, we decided to put out the cry and let people get
arrested in Jackson and go after filling up the jails.
That then became the strategy. So the arrests in Jackson prompted us to make another
adjustment, and in many ways that was just as good. We also realised we were going to put
Jackson and Mississippi at centre stage. Mississippi was a closed society. The Sovereignty
Commission, the KKK, the white Citizens‟ council were all very much in control. They were
tyrannizing whites and blacks who might in any way blink on the issues.
The movement has had very little inroads there. Medgar Evers was just beginning his work;
the Freedom Ride gave him backbone. But it also gave a number of other black folk in the
city backbone. Within the first twenty four hours I was there, one of my long-term friends and
mentors, Clare Collins of the Collins funeral Home, organised Churchwomen United in
Jackson, and they sent us little care packages – toothbrush, toothpaste, and I don‟t know
what else. But that in itself was a chink of the armour of segregation in Jackson.
I could recognise this because I‟d been in and out of Jackson on two or three previous
occasions. I did a workshop on 1959 in Jackson on non-violence. Martin King did the
session one afternoon and then he spoke to a mass meeting that night. At the mass
meeting, the large auditorium was half fall. King was not going anywhere in the country at
that time without having standing room only crowds. That what was happening all over the
country. Yet in Jackson the auditorium was maybe half-full. I‟ll never forget that. So I knew
how scared the black community was, how vulnerable they felt in that state and in that city.”

Jean Thompson: Travelled on the Trailways bus from
Montgomery to Jackson on May 24th, 1961
“I think we were in the city jail for a day and then we went
to the county jail for a day, and then we were transferred to
the county penal farm. The city jail wasn‟t the best thing. It
had bugs and I was afraid of bugs. They were praying
mantises, which I was afraid of – and spiders. But you had
to show that you were strong, I had learned, so I didn‟t
show any fear. And then some people bailed out, and we
started thinning
8 out.

And we went to the county jail, which was plush compared to the city jail. Fewer bugs and
country had bunks, I think. By the time was got to the penal farm, I was the only female left.
And when we got there, we were interrogated. We were told that these are the rules and the
regulations. And one of the rules was that you always had to say “yes, sir” and “no, sir/”
My parents, especially my mother taught us you don‟t have to say “yes, sir” and “no, sir” to
white people. You give your respect but you can always say “no” and go on. And I was
determined that I was not going to say” yes, sir” and “no, sir” – the other part of the was
“yes‟m” and “no‟sah”. We didn‟t say that in my house.
The superintendent started asking me questions. I would say yes or no and avoid the sir by
immediately continuing with my answer – no and blah, blah, blah. We were in a little room
just the two of us and he was six feet tall and he must have weighed 200 and some pounds.
I was slender at the time, and I weighed 90 pounds.
We‟re sitting at a table. And he came up with a question, and he must have bumped the
table or something. I turned around, but I wasn‟t quick enough. So I just said “no”, and sort of
paused. And he slapped me so hard that I saw stars. I must have been unconscious for two
or three seconds.
It went over briefly and in a couple of seconds I was able to readjust. But I know I was
unconscious for a while „cause I remember blackness. But after that one slap I decided I „m
not going to get hit again „cause I may not last. But he wasn‟t able to catch me anymore and
he got tired, so he just said let her go, bring on someone else.
Then someone bailed out and reported that I and others had been hit. They brought the FBI
in to investigate. They interviewed me. They interviewed the superintendent, and all the
other people. And they concluded that nothing had happened. No one was beaten.
Well, I must be hallucinating now „cause I know I felt that man‟s hand on my face. I know I
heard other people being whacked. But nothing happened. That said to me about what
actually happens in this country. It was very eye opening.”

Rev C.T Vivian: Travelled on the Trailways bus from
Montgomery to Jackson on May 24th, 1961
“The normal white response is that we were creating violence.
Some of them jeered at the idea of our being non-violent. You
actually are creating the violence. If you would just be, your
know, quiet Niggs – I mean, colored people, then there
wouldn‟t be any violence.
Any dictator doesn‟t want anybody to say anything about his
dictatorship, because obviously, he‟s going to create violence,
but then, also obviously, he‟s going to blame it on the victim.
We didn‟t play that game.
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That was not only a white line but a scared black line: “Oh please don‟t bother these white
people. Because they‟re going to be violent. They‟re going to kill us. They‟re going to kill us.
They‟re going to kill us. “
What these liberal white fellows in the South were saying is that the non-liberals down here
are gonna kill you, and you know we‟re not gonna say anything to them, and we won‟t be
able to help you. This is the unspoken stuff now. And without our help, why, you could never
make it, because you must have us talking to white people. And we were saying, that‟s your
importance, all right, but you haven‟t freed anybody.
This is the genius of Martin, who spoke the whole thing so well, week after week, month after
month, from that time on. Until we are in charge of our own freedom, there is not gonna be
any freedom for us. As long as we allow someone to speak for us, and they know each other
very well, there‟s not gonna be a breaking of the old order. We‟re still going to be killed
whenever any policeman decided to. And they are always gonna be covered up if they care
to cover it up at all.
Who‟s going to get honest enough to cut through this? This is who we are. We know we can
be killed in the process. So? We‟re gonna get killed anyway. But we‟re not going to do it
without it being obvious, and we‟re not going to do it without it being all over the world, and
we‟re not going to do it playing the game of your so-called democracy, which is
undemocratic.”
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5. Additional Freedom Rider Resources
Organisation
Freedom Riders

Freedom Riders
Foundation

History
Learning Site

Title and areas of focus
A site dedicated to the history and impact of the
Freedom Riders, which includes an interactive
map, explores the rides‟ motivating factors and
contains a timeline of the rides.
A site promoting of the American Civil Rights
Movement – particularly the 1961 Freedom Ride including excerpts from Carol Ruth Silver‟s diary
and more general information about the history of
the riders.
Background information on the Freedom Riders

Freedom Riders
Video

A video-based introduction to the background of
the Freedom Riders and it‟s determining principle
of non-violent direct action.

History

A resource- based site that collates videos
(George Wallace opposing integration and Martin
Luther King leading the Freedom marches) and
speeches and audio material related to the
Freedom Rides.
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Links
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/a
mericanexperience/freedo
mriders/

http://www.freedomridersf
oundation.org/

http://www.historylearning
site.co.uk/the-civil-rightsmovement-in-america1945-to-1968/freedomride/
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=1zBY6gkpbTg
http://www.history.com/top
ics/black-history/freedomrides

